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SB 1282 REJECTS TWO DECADES OF ERCOT MARKET DESIGN; DISCRIMINATES AGAINST 

NEW GENERATION RESOURCES – PRIMARILY ENERGY STORAGE AND RENEWABLE 
ENERGY; THREATENS GRID RELIABILITY; AND INCREASES POWER COSTS FOR TEXANS 

 
SB 1282 is fundamentally at odds with over two decades of ERCOT market design and will 
increase the cost of power on all electricity consumers 

• The Texas market structure has long been one that benefits consumers through competition 
and efficiency. Other states and competitive wholesale markets have adopted ERCOT 
principles. One of the foundations of ERCOT's market design is that generators put their capital 
entirely at risk when building new generation facilities. 

• Another foundation of ERCOT market design is that the costs that benefit the entire grid and all 
electricity consumers, such as transmission lines to transmit power and connect generation to 
serve customers, are shared by all customers.   

• By shifting interconnection and system upgrade costs to private generators, SB 1282 would 
benefit old generation resources and penalize new generation resources – discouraging the 
very generation ERCOT needs to serve its increasing load.  Moreover, since “all necessary 
system upgrades” is undefined, this could include any manner of costs, including remote assets 
and software that a utility or ERCOT argues needs to be added due in whole or part to the new 
generation resource. This becomes an unknowable potential liability. 

• No other market where generators are not rate-basing capital projects or receiving capacity 
payments just to be available has taken the approach of SB 1282. It will, without question, 
ultimately result in higher power prices for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers. 
 

Assigning interconnection costs to generation has been a failed policy in other markets and will 
also set up Texas for failure 

• Even with capacity payments and other rate-payer support for generators, studies1 show that in 
other regional transmission organizations (RTOs) that have allocated transmission costs to 
generators, the result has been: 

o Increased interconnection costs; 

o Long delays for new interconnections; 

o Increased project withdrawals from the interconnection queue; and 

o Increased power prices. 

• In a 2020 report, the Brattle Group stated that "disagreements over cost allocation have derailed 
many planning efforts and created barriers to the development of valuable transmission 
projects."  

 
1 See, e.g., "Disconnected: The need for a new generator interconnection policy" (Americans for a Clean Energy Grid, 
January 2021) 
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• In a 2013 report, the Brattle Group argued that "cost allocation debates can sometimes get in 
the way of developing innovative transmission projects that offer benefits to a wide range of 
market participants and service areas."  

• SB 1282 is designed to set up infrastructure debates and conflict. It will slow the rate of 
deployment of needed infrastructure for Texas, among other things.  

• Discussions taking place in other regional transmission organizations, independent system 
operators, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), are focused on moving 
away from participant funding mechanisms.  

• Assigning interconnection and system upgrade costs to generators will result in less efficient, 
reliable, clean, and affordable power for Texans while protecting existing generators' 
entrenched market share and clunky old generators. 

SB 1282 creates a discriminatory impact on new generation and will harm economic 
development in the Panhandle, West Texas and South Texas 

• While proponents of SB 1282 speak of "siting discipline" for generation, the fact is that some 
generation resources can interconnect with transmission systems in a wide variety of locations, 
allowing them to avoid existing or future transmission constraints, but others can’t.  

• Some thermal generators will follow locational marginal prices (LMPs) to direct their 
investments to locations where few upgrades are required (and at the same time avoid 
upgrades that could weaken their ability to exploit "load pockets," where existing transmission 
limits force customers to pay higher prices for electricity).  

• By contrast, wind and solar generation must locate where the resource is the greatest. Coal 
generation historically has sited near coal deposits for the same reason. And natural gas and 
nuclear units have sited near available water resources. One of the ERCOT market's strengths 
has been delivering the lowest-cost resource to consumers and industry. Part of the ability to do 
that hinges on locating generation resources where critical inputs are available.  

• The best wind and solar resources are predominately in rural areas (Panhandle, West Texas, 
and South/Coastal Texas), where transmission infrastructure traditionally has been neglected. 
Interconnection investments and upgrades are often required to bring this power to market as 
well as serve local load, including rapidly expanding industrial LNG load on the coast, for 
example. These locations are where generation projects can deliver the most output on an 
annual basis. Tapping the strongest resource areas results in more affordable and reliable 
projects. 

• Generic Transmission Constraints (GTCs) have mainly been put in place AFTER projects are 
developed and operating. GTCs are harming existing projects. Projects that have been in 
development for longer than 12 months also may be harmed by GTCs IF the projects move 
forward. Many projects are being placed on hold or canceled because of GTCs or other 
congestion, however.  

• In fact, in 2020, there were 9,200 MW of canceled or inactive solar projects, 75% located in 
West Texas and South Texas, which are the best resource areas. In 2020, there were 6,750 
MW of canceled or inactive wind projects. 100% of the canceled wind projects in 2020 were in 
West Texas, South Texas, and the Panhandle, where Texas' best wind resource is found. 

• These wind and solar projects have gone dark because developers are disciplined and making 
informed decisions about transmission-constrained projects.  
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• Off-take parties and investors are also losing interest in Texas project sites in West and South 
Texas because of congestion, which harms the financial performance of projects and makes 
investment unattractive and harms economic development in these areas. 
 

Assigning interconnection costs produces perverse location incentives for generation projects 

• All generation projects must locate where the best fuel supply, water supply (if needed) and 
space to build and operate are available.  Wind and solar generators are incentivized to locate 
where the resource is the greatest and in rural communities that welcome the capital 
investment, increased tax base for schools and local governments, increased economic activity, 
and multi-generational landowner income for Texas farmers, ranchers, and families.  

• Shifting interconnection and system costs to generators would force all new generation 
resources, including renewable resources, to locate closer to cities in areas like the Texas Hill 
Country or more urban areas, where transmission infrastructure is likely to be more robust, but 
where the new generation would be less compatible with existing land uses. 

• Texas is currently seeing a migration of low-cost projects from resource rich zones to less 
resource rich areas, reducing new project power output, and increasing development costs and 
the time required to develop new projects. These effects are the result of grid congestion. If not 
resolved promptly, these impacts will likely lead to a resource adequacy issue in Texas.  

• ERCOT found in LTSA 2020 that, if we do not ensure that we better connect low-cost resources 
with load, Texas could see higher power prices and increased pollution. Increased pollution will 
limit economic growth of existing and new industrial operations. 
 

SB 1282 will create market inefficiencies, threaten reliability, and increase customer costs. 

• SB 1282 would apply to all generation sources, including thermal. Even though there are 7,000 
MW of natural gas generation in the ERCOT development queue and approximately 1,000 MW 
being built this year, thermal generators have complained that they are struggling in ERCOT's 
competitive market. SB 1282 would make it harder for new thermal plants to be developed. 

• SB 1282 will drive generators to focus on transmission that is the least-cost solution to them 
and only to them, likely ignoring potentially broader grid benefits. This risks creating a sub-
optimal patchwork quilt approach to transmission. The Brattle Group stated in a 2020 report that 
"lowest-cost transmission is not the "least cost generation for consumers."  

• SB 1282 would encourage transmission projects that do not capture a wider range of benefits 
for all consumers. In a 2013 study, the Brattle Group stated that "addressing cost allocation… 
strictly on a project-by-project basis can create strong incentives for some market participants 
and policymakers to understate benefits during the planning and project evaluation process to 
reduce their cost responsibility for a project. This can result in rejection of very valuable 
projects."  

• SB 1282 is setting Texas up for failure. 

 


